Tumor Complications Course
JANUARY 28–29, 2023
Omni Nashville Hotel
Nashville, Tennessee

Industry Support Brochure

Sponsorships
Course Sponsor Levels

$30,000
Six (6) Representatives

$15,000
Four (4) Representatives

$7,500
Two (2) Representatives

This sponsorship opportunity provides complete access to a designated number of company representatives who are able to attend the course as fully registered attendees, with the chance to participate in the dynamic discussions. This sponsorship also includes recognition of the company supporter via onsite signage, onsite agenda, and email communication to attendees.

*Please note: the number of representatives allowed to attend is subject to change upon city ordinances and the latest safety measures and guidelines (there will not be an opportunity to set up an exhibit tabletop at this year’s course).

Sponsored Lunch Symposium - $15,000
Invite a faculty speaker of your choice to present your latest technology and share expertise on your products and services in the tumor neurosurgical field. Support and cost of this opportunity includes one (1) hour timeslot, a room with standard A/V (projector, screen, podium, microphone), company sponsor recognition via onsite signage and onsite agenda.

PPE Kit Sponsorship - $5,000
Help us support the latest safety measures! This kit with the CNS logo includes masks and antibacterial hand sanitizer gel packed in a storage bag. Support of this kit includes company sponsor recognition via onsite signage as well as onsite course agenda, and may include one (1) promotional/product piece per kit. Subject to CNS approval prior to print.

Educational Grants
Course Grant - $15,000
The course directors go to great lengths to provide the most relevant and up-to-date content for this meeting. Highlight your commitment towards quality continuing medical education with a Course Grant.
Advertising

Registration Bag - $5,000
Place your company logo and product information in the hand of every course attendee. Your company selects and produces the bag of your choice, and can insert up to one promotional/product piece per bag given to all attendees as they register on-site. All items subject to CNS approval. Production is at an additional cost.

Registration Insert - $3,000
Provided to all attendees at registration, this is the perfect opportunity for them to receive a glimpse of your technology and absorb the latest details of your innovations. Maximum size of piece is 8.5”x11”, double-sided.

Meter Board - $2,500
Opportunity for a custom sign to be placed in the foyer. Cost includes production, labor to install and dismantle. Limited opportunities available.

General Information

Course Overview
This course provides a peer review forum for the discussion of complications related to brain tumor surgery. Clinical decisions, operative techniques, and equipment-related issues will be discussed in order to pass along lessons learned, point out safety concerns, and improve the surgical management of patients with brain tumors. The impact of complications on patients and surgeon’s well being will also be addressed.

Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course, attendees will be able to:

• Recognize factors that lead to complications and poor outcomes when treating brain tumors.

• Discuss strategies for complication avoidance and management.

• Identify the impact of complications on patient quality of life.

• Discuss how complications impact physician wellness.

The CNS designation of this live activity is a maximum of 9.50 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™.

The CNS’s Industry Allies Council
Participation in any of the above opportunities will go towards your company’s year-round support of the Congress of Neurological Surgeons and will contribute to your overall Industry Allies Council Level, which provides additional company recognition and benefits throughout the year.

Contact Us

For participation or questions in regards to any of the above opportunities please contact your Industry Relations & Sales Representative:

Colleen Dunphy
Manager Corporate Development
D: 847-805-4482
cdunphy@cns.org

Alex Waszok
Senior Industry Relations Specialist
D: 847-805-4454
awaszok@cns.org

Stephanie Garrow
Industry Relations & Sales Representative
D: 847-805-4494
sgarrow@cns.org

If you are unsure of who your representative is, please email us at corporatedevelopment@cns.org for assistance.